Sun in Taurus/Moon in Pisces:
Shy Person
Your sensitive nature pertaining to stressful states of affairs means it is hard for you to
learn from others even though you are very capable. Your persona is goal-directed,
courageous and abiding, but you find it extremely difficult to live up to that perspective.
You are tempted to bury your head in the sand when people actually expect you to
live up to that view of you. This is because you have a fear of failure. The first thing to
learn is to accept yourself. You have a gentle approach to life for a Taurus, but a great
deal of depth. You are gentle and this combination wins admiration. The spiritual and
artistic are in your realm and you are the most imaginative of all the Taurus
combinations. This is an interesting combination of the tender and poetic inspiration of
a Pisces along with the experience and wisdom of the Taurus. The thought of hurting
others is painful to you. Your primary challenge in life will be to overcome your selfconsciousness. You should see it as an asset that you have such a sensitive
emotional nature and develop a compassion for yourself. Disapproval and frustration
with yourself will not do any good. Choosing your friends is quite important because
you are a highly malleable person who is easily influenced. Romantic areas make this
all the more the case because it would be unfortunate to be dominated by a highly
aggressive individual who insists on pushing you around. Long-term happiness is
quite important and the Taurus-Pisces woman should be especially careful about
marrying too young. Be certain that whomever you marry can understand your
sensitive, kind and gentle being and treat you accordingly. Lastly, leave fantasyland
behind and take a journey to the real world. Open up and communicate freely with
those around you in order to release your smothered feeling. You have so much to
offer, why keep it inside yourself? Self-renewal is always available to you and you
have the usual perseverance of a Taurus. Faith is renewing for natives of the Pisces
Moon and they can acquire strength that way. Rather than denying your spiritual
assets, improve them. A beautiful unfolding of your creative abilities will take place
when you toss aside your prohibitions. A famous Taurus-Pisces native is Leonardo da
Vinci. He is a remarkable artistic and spiritual person who exemplifies the possibilities
of this combination.

